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WEEK AHEAD

29 JANUARY

17:30 Parents’ Committee & AGM

31 JANUARY

3 FEBRUARY

3-5pm All Girls’ hockey/netball trials 8:00 Gr6 & 7 Elevate Workshops

4 FEBRUARY

18:00 Grade 7 Social with Prep

HABIT OF MIND

RESPONDING WITH WONDERMENT AND AWE

DEAR PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF THE SCHOOL

Both our girls and staff are settled into the rhythm of
school life and the drifting sounds of laughter, music and
teaching across campus serve as a delightful reminder
of how fortunate we are to be part of this special educational environment. We cannot wait to see what the girls
enjoy and achieve this year.
The following have been selected as Pupil Voice reps:
Tash White, Julia McKenzie, Lucy Holderness, Megan
Wienekus, Samantha Wienand, Bontle Ramokolo, Donna
Miranda, Mikè Holder, Shae Openshaw and Ashley Todd.
We wish them all the best as they communicate their
peers’ views and engage in decision-making.
During assembly, I spoke further about curiosity and the
need for us to learn how to ask great questions. Warren
Berger said that ‘Knowing the answers will help you in
school. Knowing how to question will help you in life.’ As
we know, a lot of research highlights the fact that after
the age of 5 there is a rapid decline in how many questions youngsters ask. The girls considered the possible
causes for such change in behaviour, suggesting that as
they have gotten older, shyness has developed, as has
anxiety around being wrong and the need to maintain
a controlled front. Coupled with these intrinsic factors,
one also needs to consider the typical school environment. Richard Saul Wurman, creator of TED Conference,
points out that schools often reward pupils for having
the answer and not for asking a good question. What a
pity! There is much work to be done around adjusting

mindsets to dispel the notion that questions are a sign
of weakness or uncertainty and to reinforce that they
are triggers for stimulation, information and inspiration.
History demonstrates that when people asked great
questions, a process began which ultimately led to tremendous discoveries. And so, at DSG Junior, we are committed to deliberately creating safe and inclusive spaces
in which our girls can develop diverse thinking and strong
decision-making skills. We encourage and celebrate curious efforts to explore and test the world they live in.
In closing, you are all invited to attend the Parents’ AGM
on Wednesday 29 January at 17:30 in the Junior School
artroom. Please bring along sundowners and snacks and
enjoy the opportunity to socialise thereafter.
Best wishes
MS BARBARA HIBBERT
JUNIOR SCHOOL HEAD

CHAPLAIN’S MESSAGE

Romans 12:6-8
“We have different gifts, according to the grace given us.
Prophesying, in proportion to faith; ministry, in serving; the
teacher, in teaching; the encourager, in encouragement;
the giver in, giving generously; the leader, in leading with
diligence; the compassionate, doing so with cheerfulness.”
Grace, grace and more grace, is what is showered on us
God’s children. Grace for salvation, grace for this life, grace
to grow, grace for tomorrow. We know that all grace comes
from the unending goodness of God.
Rev Rachel

SPORT
SPORT DATES
29 JANUARY

16:15 Waterpolo internal league
(DSG)

1 FEBRUARY

8:00 B Group Gala (PE)
8:00 U13A Waterpolo vs
Woodridge (Away)

DEAR PARENTS
From the swimming pool and tennis courts to the muga
and grass field, girls have been very busy this past week
developing their sport skills and getting to know one
another.
On Thursday the U13A and B tennis teams played matches against Kingswood. After waiting for the courts to dry,
the U13A enjoyed singles matches and won 4 of the 8
matches (40 vs 35 games in total). Due to the rainy conditions, the U13B’s had a shorter doubles experience.
On Friday, our U13C tennis players took to the courts
with much excitement to play mixed double with their
Prep brothers. Although a little nervous and shy at first,
it wasn’t long before the ice was broken and both parties
enjoyed each other’s company and court craft.
A number of our girls participated in the GAP tennis
challenge matches on Sunday and we congratulate them
for tackling each game with self-confidence and a pleasing amount of sportsmanship.
The U13A water polo team travelled to Port Elizabeth
to play against Pearson High School. They took on Pearson’s U14B and U15B teams and were victorious in both
games, winning 12-6 and 4-3 respectively. These results
are fantastic, considering that it was the very first time
they had played a match this season.

MS AYA SOWAZI
JUNIOR SPORTS COORDINATOR
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3 FEBRUARY

13:45 Tennis vs KC U11A (DSG),
U11B (KC)
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SPORT ACTION

For more photos go to MY.DSGSCHOOL.COM /Junior School information/ Photo Galleries JNR / All JNR Galleries

THE GRANGE
THE GRANGE DUTIES
TUESDAY 28 JANUARY

Ms Nikki Hoefnagels

THURSDAY 30 JANUARY

Ms Aya Makeba

WEDNESDAY 29 JANUARY FRIDAY 31 JANUARY

Ms Lusi Twani

DEAR PARENTS

Ms Lusi Twani

A most exciting weekend was had by our ‘Grangers’! On Friday
night the Grade 6 and 7 girls were treated to a spa evening by
Ms Temba, Ms Ritchie, Emma and Lucy. The girls enjoyed shoulder massages and charcoal face masks while their fingers and
toes were made pretty with brightly coloured nail polish after
soaking, cutting and filing. The girls thoroughly enjoyed their
‘grown-up ladies’ night’. Meanwhile, the younger girls were
munching pizza and watching a movie, thanks to Rowena who
celebrated a birthday.
Saturday was sizzling hot and the girls cooled off in the pool
after their town leave. Later that evening, the matrics, led by
our Junior School prefect, Lucy McAdam, hosted an enormously
entertaining games evening for the girls. Day girls were invited
to join us and tried their hand at Jenga, Twister, musical statues,
Uno, charades and the age-old favourite – the Chocolate Game!
Thank you Lucy, Jozie, Annie, Kristen, Sesihle, Cate and Tori for
your wonderful example of servant leadership and Leigh for
your fantastic photos.
Sunday was a quieter day spent reflecting on our future selves
and what we might like to say to ourselves in a letter. The girls

WEEK-END

Ms Thabile Temba & Ms Aya
Makeba

28 JANUARY 2020

MONDAY 4 FEBRUARY

Ms Lusi Twani

				

had some lovely ideas including ‘be kind to yourself’ and ‘seize
every opportunity’. Ending the weekend with our Family Chapel service set the tone for a calm and productive week ahead.

MS JANE RITCHIE
THE GRANGE HOUSEMISTRESS
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
30 JANUARY
MICHAELA BLAINE

GETTING TO KNOW
Lucy McAdam Why did you want to be a

prefect? This family of schools

has been my entire school career
and I have loved every minute.
My dream is to be one of the
high school girls I once idolized.
I wanted to be a prefect so that I
could give back to my school in
some way or another.

Mea, Donna & Rebecca were on their posts at the SPCA
collection outside Pick ‘n Pay on Saturday, rattling their tins
& with smiles on their faces, representing DSG Jnr. The tin
collection brought in R3 585.20 for our local SPCA.

GR 4 DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

What is your favourite
memory from Junior School
days? I have so many, but one

of my favorites has to be playing cards outside the art room every
break time for about a month.

What do you think will be most challenging in your matric
year? Finding time to think, and time with my friends, my work, my
sport and obviously my prefect duties.

What do you want to do after matric? People always laugh

when I tell them but my dream is to be a chef, I will hopefully be going
to Silwood Culinary School in Cape Town next year.

Did you enjoy Grade 10 journey? What was the highlight?
Journey as a whole will forever be one of my high school highlights! I
loved it. It is so hard to choose just one highlight, but the river rafting
and anytime after finishing the hikes were the best experiences.

What are you planning for our junior school this year?
Their task was to build a tower using spaghetti and masking
tape that will hold a marshmallow.

I have quite a few ideas running around in my head to include some
community engagement, movie nights, rounders and lots more fun
activities.

What do you love about boarding? Simply living with your

friends and forming those sister bonds that are so rare! Also it gives
me a chance to make friends in other grades which I will cherish for
life.

What makes a DSG girl so special? To me this question is easy,
a DSG girl is a smiley, bubbly friendly girl who outgoing and kind. It is
the person I hope to be once I leave DSG.

If you were president of South Africa for one day, what
would you do first? I would meet with very wealthy people and

encourage them to make a huge donation to places where they help
vulnerable children. I would make this day an annual public holiday.
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WEDNESDAY CLUBS

The Nature Nerds enjoyed measuring and investigating with string and rulers while looking at creepy crawlies under a microscope.

FOLLOW US
@dsg.junior

